JOIN AVODAH’S

JEWISH SERVICE CORPS

Spend a year serving for justice.

AS A CORPS MEMBER, YOU’LL:

Build real world expertise with hands-on work experience. Serve at one of our partner organizations in Chicago, New Orleans, New York or Washington, DC and work on crucial justice issues such as immigration, hunger, and education.

Develop activist chops, Jewish social justice insights, and a systemic understanding of the causes and effects of poverty. Our innovative curriculum will strengthen your day-to-day work while preparing you for a career in justice movements.

Live and learn in the dynamic Avodah community. Home-cooked meals, late night conversations, and holiday celebrations make communal living memorable and meaningful.

Access activism, professional development, and Jewish opportunities for life. Justice leaders across the country will help with everything from apartment hunts to job references to holiday meals.

Corps Members are ages 21 - 26. The program provides a monthly living stipend, travel allowance, health insurance, and subsidized housing, as well as a year of personal and professional growth.

For more information or to apply, please visit: www.avodah.net/serve